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Dear Members,
The Nursing Research Section committee met last 25th February 2019 for our first meeting of the year.
The committee has outlined the annual plan and the key activities the Nursing Research Section will
be undertaking. One major and ongoing key activity is raising the visibility of Nursing Research
Section to both section and non-section members (who would potentially join the NR section). This
initiative has the greater aim of introducing nursing research to all nurses and help nurses from
different settings understand the importance of research evidence to their practice.
In 2017, the Nursing Council of New Zealand Workforce Report showed that 0.8% of the total nursing
workforce identified ‘nursing research’ as their practice area. Although, 3.2% of nurses reported
practicing in nursing education, this may or may not have a research component attached to it. It is
not uncommon that only a small number of nurses pursue a career in nursing research due to limited
availability of employment opportunities. However, what it was frequently noticed is that majority of
nurses do not always consider research as interesting or even relevant to their day to day practice.
Some schools of thought assert that it might have something to do with presenting evidence and
research findings into simplified and readable formats allowing nurses to immediately recognise the
importance and relevance of research to their own practice. However, this is just one of the
hypotheses yet to be tested.
The Nursing Research Section recognises this gap and aims to be the vehicle for New Zealand nurses
to appreciate the importance of research and nurses’ involvement in research-related activities. As a
national research section for nurses, we are working on this. We hope that members will support our
upcoming activities and initiatives such as NRS membership survey and future consultations. Your
participation will greatly help us in the committee to be strategic in implementing projects that are
beneficial to NRS members.
This April newsletter contains our regular NRS activity updates with information about useful articles,
call for article submissions for the Kai Tiaki Nursing Research Journal and SCOPE and the upcoming
Australasian Nurses Educator Conference 2019 in Dunedin.
And lastly, the Nursing Research Section extends our heartfelt thoughts to those individuals and
families affected by the recent tragedy in Christchurch.
Best wishes,
Dr Jed Montayre, Chair- Nursing Research Section
jed.montayre@aut.ac.nz

Follow us on

@NursResearch_NZ
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Nursing Research Section
Member Survey
The Nursing Research Section will conduct a survey of its members and would like to
hear members’ views on future key activities that they find helpful as nurse researchers
or with the study or projects they are currently undertaking. We would also welcome
contribution of the NRS membership to our regular newsletter and updates. We look
forward to your participation of the NRS survey. An online link will be sent by NZNO to
your nominated email address.
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The NRS Newsletter welcomes your articles and short reports of research
activities that you would like to share to the wider NRS membership! Email
them to jed.montayre@aut.ac.nz
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USEFUL ARTICLE
If you are currently undertaking a literature review, a critical and robust guide is available below for
your reference:

Link: https://doi.org/10.1093/geront/gny123

Visit and follow us on twitter: @NursResearch_NZ
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Further details from Jean Ross on jean.ross@op.ac.nz

Call for Abstracts closing date 17 May 2019

Kai Tiaki Nursing Research Journal
The Kai Tiaki Nursing Research (KTNR) fosters the development of new
and emerging researchers. The Journal is seeking articles on researchers’
experiences of using particular research methodologies, for the 2019
edition, due to be published in September.
Short articles are welcome (2000 words or so) on a methodology you are
experienced in using. Other topics for the methodology section could
include seeking ethical review/approval, and techniques in conducting
research interviews, using NVivo, Endnote, or software for analysing
statistics.
If you need further information, please email and contact:
Patricia.McClunie-Trust@wintec.ac.nz
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